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Editorial on the Research Topic
Advances in Mechanical Metamaterials
After their introduction in the field of electromagnetics at the beginning of the century, the
principles of metamaterials have been applied for manipulation of elastic and acoustic waves
(Deymier, 2013; Laude, 2015). In recent years, they have been the focus of research in an
increasingly large community. Many fascinating effects such as cloaking, negative refraction,
focusing, or the generation of band gaps have been replicated, with the peculiarity of the large range
of size and frequency scales at which these can occur (Hussein et al., 2014), leading to applications in
fields as diverse as ultrasonics for nondestructive testing (e.g., Miniaci et al., 2017), noise abatement
(e.g., Krushynska et al., 2017), and seismic protection (e.g., Miniaci et al., 2016). In turn, this has
involved the research efforts of wide and heterogeneous communities of civil engineers, physicists,
mathematicians, geologists. One of the main goals of the field is presently to bring together these
different research areas and to enhance cross-fertilization of ideas and approaches. This was also
the aim of a recently organized workshop “Advances of Mechanical Metamaterials” held on 10-11
October, 2016, in Trento, Italy (http://www.ing.unitn.it/~pugno/news/AMM16.pdf).
This Research Topic was therefore organized to document 5 out of 24 contributions to this
workshop, and more in general to provide a platform for researchers working in the field
of mechanical metamaterials to disseminate their ideas on the design and characterization of
new configurations, to highlight novel dynamic phenomena and explore additional promising
applications, but also to stimulate the interest of other readers of the journal, with the aim
of finding new potential fields of application. This is reflected in the variety of the considered
structures, including meta-foundations, subwavelength rod-like resonators, tensegrity prisms,
polymeric waveguides and lattices containing tilted resonators, each with different applications in
mind. The contributions also span from theoretical studies to applied research.
Tallarico et al. present a study of waves in a structured geometrically chiral solid characterized
by a doubly periodic high-contrast lattice containing tilted resonators. By means of Bloch-Floquet
analysis, a Dirac-like dispersion band structure is identified and exploited to study wave-guiding
and wave-defect interaction problems. The investigation is carried out via an adaptive finite
element computation to model a transient propagation of a crack in the micro-structured material.
The influence of a geometrically chiral multi-scale lattice on the field around the crack and on
the edge waves propagating along structured interfaces is discussed. The authors propose these
meta-structures as filters/polarizers of elastic waves and identify several potential applications.
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La Salandra et al. investigate the feasibility of a metamaterial-
based foundation for seismic shielding exploiting fluid-filled
tanks in industrial plants, proposing the use of so-called smart
foundations. Static analysis for gravity loads is provided in
accordance with current standards while maintaining favorable
band-gap properties for seismic waves. A varying fluid level
is considered, showing that the proposed design can attenuate
vibrations in specific frequency ranges. Due to the significant
impact on the attenuation efficiency of the shear stiffness of the
foundation due to lateral concrete walls, an optimized design is
proposed by replacing the concrete walls by less stiff concrete
columns.
Miniaci et al. address the problem of generating large low-
frequency band gaps that is present in many engineering
applications, from noise mitigation to vibration control and
abatement of seismic wave effects. Contrary to many designs
proposed so far, involving complex architectures, multiphase
materials, and multiphysics, the authors propose an easy-to-
manufacture design capable of opening large, low-frequency
complete Lamb band gaps by exploiting a suitable arrangement
of cavities in a monolithic material. The performance of the
designed structure is evaluated by numerical simulations and
confirmed by experimental measurements, and the design is
shown to be promising for applications in which large band gaps
at low frequencies are required.
Colombi et al. show how local resonance and hybridization
play a key role in influencing the dispersion properties of a
meta-surface made of a cluster of subwavelength resonators. The
effects of rod height and cluster periodicity are investigated,
showing that the former is directly related to the band-gap
frequency, while the latter is related to the appearance of dynamic
anisotropy. Playing with these two parameters, a gallery of
meta-surfaces capable of controlling the propagation of both
flexural waves in plates and surface Rayleigh waves for half-
spaces is provided. Scalability with respect to the frequency and
wavelength of the governing physical laws allows the application
of these concepts in diverse fields and over a wide range of length
scales.
Modano et al. describe numerical and analytical approaches
to search for freestanding configurations of class θ = 1
tensegrity prisms, by parameterizing the geometry of such
systems in terms of two aspect angles, discussing their static
and kinematic indeterminacy, and how they can be effectively
stabilized through the application of pre-tensioning forces
to the string members. The presence of a high number of
infinitesimal mechanisms from the freestanding configurations
suggests that the examined systems can be usefully employed
as novel units of mechanical metamaterials that, due to their
geometrically nonlinear response, may support solitary wave
dynamics.
With these diverse papers, the Research Topic provides an
overview of some of the most promising advances in current
mechanical metamaterials research and is aimed at stimulating
cross-fertilization between researchers in the field and the readers
of the journal, further contributing to the emergence of this
rapidly growing discipline.
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